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Disclaimers
• The information provided in this workbook does not
take the place of the laws and regulations enforced by
FDA.
• Any reference to a commercial product, process,
service, or company is not an endorsement or
recommendation by the U.S. government, HHS, FDA or
any of its components.
• FDA is not responsible for the contents of any outside
information referenced in this workbook.
• The information in this workbook was believed to be
correct at the time it was developed. However laws and
regulations are subject to change. Always check for the
most current information before proceeding on the
basis of the information contained herein.
• This workbook does not convey any waiver of
responsibility to the firm, nor impart any immunity to the
firm for violations that may occur, even if you implement
our recommendations as per 21 CFR 10.85(k).
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21 CFR 820.198: The Role of Complaint Files
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Complaint Files: Failures, Successes and
Solutions
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10:00 – 10:45

21 CFR 803: Medical Device Reporting
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Jeff Wooley (FDA)

10:45 – 11:30

MDR: Failures, Successes and Solutions

Scott Eden (Industry)

11:30 – 12:00

Q & A Panel

AM Cadre

12:00 – 1:00

Lunch, buffet provided

1:00 – 1:45

21 CFR 820.100: Corrective and Preventive
Actions
A Perspective – Solving The Problem Vs.
Treating The Symptom

Kimberly LewandowskiWalker (FDA)

1:45 – 2:15

CAPA: Root Cause Analysis

Dr. John C. Criscione
(Academia)

2:15 – 2:30

Break, refreshments provided

2:30 – 3:15

21 CFR 806: Medical Devices; Reports of
Corrections and Removals
FDA Perspective – warning letter examples

Kimberly LewandowskiWalker (FDA)

3:15 – 4:30

When it all fails; how to recover from a 483 or
Warning Letter

David Furr (Industry)
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Speaker Bios
Educational Forum on MDR, Complaints, and Recalls,
Corrections, and Removals
June 15, 2012 x Dallas, Texas
Al Alonso represents the Regulatory Affairs Professionals Society
(RAPS) in FMDIC. He is a medical device Quality Management System
and Regulatory consultant. Al worked for DJO Surgical, an orthopedic
implant manufacturer from 2003 to 2011 as the VP Quality Assurance
and Regulatory Affairs. Prior to that, Al worked 23 years with
Carbomedics, Inc., a manufacturer and marketer of implantable
cardiovascular devices, as the Vice-President of Quality Assurance,
Clinical/Regulatory Affairs and Vice-President of Quality Management.
Al has a Bachelor of Science degree in Chemistry from The University
of Texas at Austin.

Dr. John C. Criscione received his B.S. in Applied Physics from
Purdue University in 1991 and his M.D. and Ph.D. from The Johns
Hopkins University in 1999. He received post-doctoral training at The
Johns Hopkins University and the University of California in San Diego.
Dr. Criscione is an Associate Professor with the Department of
Biomedical Engineering at Texas A&M University and a Charter Fellow
of The Michael E. DeBakey Institute of Comparative Cardiovascular
Science and Biomedical Devices. He has numerous awards in research,
teaching, and service. Dr. Criscione studies how mechanics -- the study
of force and motion in matter -- applies to the biology of the heart and
how to utilize such knowledge to obtain better clinical outcomes. In
addition to inventing, prototyping, testing, and designing medical
devices, he researches and teaches topics related to regulatory strategy
and entrepreneurship.
Scott Eden is the Senior Director Quality and Regulatory at
HealthTronics, a wholly owned subsidiary of Endo Pharmaceuticals. He
is a Regulatory and Quality Systems professional with experience in
Quality Remediation, Supply Chain Management, Quality, Compliance,
and Regulatory Management. In Scott’s role at Endo/ HealthTronics, he
is responsible for providing strategic direction, oversight and leadership
in the development and implementation of best-in-class quality systems,
regulatory strategy and continuous improvement. Prior to his
employment with HealthTronics, Scott played a global role at Zimmer
Orthopedics, where he was responsible for leading the development
and implementation of Zimmer’s Global Supplier Quality Management
System and Global Quality Systems for Corrective and Preventive
Actions (CAPAs). Before his employment with Zimmer, Scott worked
for Smith & Nephew as Group Manager, Quality Systems and
Compliance. Prior to that, Scott worked for Synthes where he also held
a variety of Regulatory and Compliance Management positions.
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Speaker Bios (continued)

David C. Furr, MS, is an independent industry consultant at FDC
Services, LLC. David has over 30 years of global experience working in
the biologics, pharmaceutical, and medical device industries. He works
with executive management and QA/RA staff at several healthcare
industry companies in the fields of Quality Assurance/Compliance,
Regulatory Affairs, and Clinical Research. Prior to going into full time
consulting in January 2001, David was a Director of QA/RA at Boston
Scientific, and a Director Compliance/International Regulatory at
Zimmer Orthopedics. In addition to his consulting, from 2008-2010 he
served as Sr. VP of Global QA/RA/Clinical for Ascension Orthopedics in
Austin, TX. His MS degree is in Quality Assurance and Regulatory
Affairs; from the Temple University School of Pharmacy. He also holds
a BS degree in Biology from Texas State University. David has written
several US and international regulatory submissions, articles for
sterilization science and regulatory publications, worked extensively with
global regulatory agencies and manufacturers. He has been a team
leader in major compliance remediation projects, helping to deal with
warning letters, import holds and other compliance challenges. He has
also participated in the development of industry standards, and has
been a presenter/moderator for several industry events.
Graham N. Giesen is a Supervisory Investigator in the FDA Dallas
District Office Investigations Branch. He is a Level 2 Certified Medical
Device Investigator and most recently served as Investigator for the
FDA Seattle District Office. Graham also conducted foreign medical
device inspections. Prior to FDA, Graham worked as an Imaging
Services Technician specializing in advanced diagnostic imaging
systems, including X-ray, Computed Tomography (CT), and Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) for a multi-site hospital in Portland, Oregon.
Graham is a Certified Radiology Equipment Specialist (CRES) by the
Advancement of Medical Instrumentation: International Certification
Commission/United States Certification Commission (AAMI:
ICC/USCC), and has an Associate of Applied Science in Electronics
Engineering Technologies. Graham is pursuing a Bachelor of Science in
Biomedical Electronics. He also served in the U.S. Army and was
deployed for 16 months to Baghdad, Iraq, with the 1st Armored Division.
CDR Kimberly Lewandowski-Walker is a National Expert in Medical
Devices for the Food and Drug Administration, Division of Field
Investigations. She holds a Doctor of Optometry Degree from Indiana
University, a Master of Science in Human Services from Capella
University, and a Bachelor of Science in Biology from Indiana
University. She served as a Clinical Optometrist for Indian Health
Service for 5 years prior to transferring to FDA as a Consumer Safety
Officer in the Minneapolis District, Milwaukee Resident Post. In her
current capacity as National Expert, she serves as Instructor in the FDA
Basic Medical Device course and in the FDA Process Validation for
Medical Devices course.
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Speaker Bios (continued)

Reynaldo R. Rodriguez Jr is the Dallas District Director. He has been
in his current position since February, 2008. Prior to this position, he
served as the Compliance Branch Director in Dallas, a Compliance
Officer, Supervisory Investigator, and Investigator. He began his career
with FDA in 1983, and has a wide breadth of inspectional and
compliance experience across all FDA program areas. Ricky received
his Bachelor of Arts degree in Biology/Chemistry from St. Mary’s
University, San Antonio, Texas, in 1983, and received his Master of Arts
degree in Public Administration from Webster University, St. Louis,
Missouri, in 1986.

Jeff R. Wooley is an Investigator for the FDA Dallas District Office
since 2007. He currently performs medical device and drug inspections
throughout the Dallas District Office area of coverage (Texas,
Oklahoma, and Arkansas) and has conducted international inspections.
He earned his Bachelor of Science Degree in Biology from Sam
Houston State University in 2007.
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Medical Device Educational Forum

June 11, 2012

Complaints and Complaint
Investigations
Presented by:
Graham N. Giesen, Supervisory Investigator
Food and Drug Administration
Office of Regulatory Affairs
Dallas District Office

Definition: Complaint
Any written, electronic, or oral
communication that alleges deficiencies
related to the identity, quality, durability,
reliability, safety, effectiveness, or
performance of a device after it is released
for distribution
21 CFR 820.3(b)

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Complaint Files & Procedures
• Maintain complaint files
• Establish and maintain procedures for receiving,
reviewing, and evaluating complaints by a formally
designated unit
• Process all complaints in a uniform and timely manner
• Document oral complaints upon receipt
21 CFR 820.198(a)

The Preamble on Documenting
Oral Complaints
A December 1986 General Accounting Office report
entitled “Medical Devices: Early Warning of Problems is
Hampered by Severe Underreporting,”…showed that
approximately 83 percent of the hospitals report
complaints orally. FDA believes that these oral
complaints must be captured in the complaint handling
process.
QS Preamble, Comment 191

http://www.fmdic.org/
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MDR Reportable Complaints
Evaluate complaints to determine whether
the complaint represents an event which is
required to be reported to FDA under part
803 of this chapter, Medical Device
Reporting
21 CFR 820.198(a)(3)

Complaints Not Investigated
• Review and evaluate all complaints to determine
whether investigation is necessary
• When no investigation is made, maintain a
record that includes the reason no investigation
was made and the name of individual
responsible for the decision not to investigate
21 CFR 820.198(b)

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Preamble on Initial Complaint
Review
Section 820.198(b) discusses the initial review and
evaluation of the complaints in order to determine if the
complaints are “valid.” …this evaluation is not the same
as a complaint investigation. The evaluation is performed
to determine whether the information is truly a complaint
or not and…whether the complaint needs to be
investigated or not. If the evaluation decision is not to
investigate, the justification must be recorded.
QS Preamble, Comment 190

Complaint Investigations
Review, evaluate and investigate any complaint
involving the possible failure of a device,
labeling, or packaging to meet any of its
specifications, unless such investigation has
already been performed for a similar complaint
and another investigation is not necessary
21 CFR 820.198(c)

http://www.fmdic.org/
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The Preamble on Duplicate
Investigations
In cases where an investigation would be
duplicative, a reference to the original
investigation is an acceptable justification for not
conducting a second investigation.

QS Preamble, Comment 190

Documenting Complaint
Investigations
Record of investigation made under 820.198
shall include:
1. The name of the device
2. The date the complaint was received
3. Any device identification(s) and control
number(s) used
4. The name, address, and phone number of the
complainant
More . . .

21 CFR 820.198(e)

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Complaint Investigations
Record of investigation made under
820.198 shall include:
5. The nature and details of the complaint
6. The dates and results of the investigation
7. Any corrective action taken
8. Any reply to the complainant
21 CFR 820.198(e)

The Preamble on Complaint
Investigations
Section 820.198(e)(1) through (e)(5) are considered to
be basic information essential to any complaint
investigation. If there is some reason that the information
described in 820.198(e) cannot be obtained, then the
manufacturer should document the situation and explain
the efforts made to ascertain the information. This will be
considered acceptable as long as a reasonable and
good faith effort was made.
QS Preamble, Comment 190

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Additional Information for MDRs
When investigating MDR reportable
complaints, include in records a
determination of:
1. Whether device failed to meet specifications
2. Whether device was being used for
treatment or diagnosis
3. Relationship, if any, of device to reported
incident or adverse event
21 CFR 820.198(d)

How do you investigate complaints
when samples are not available or
returned?
• Test any reserve samples or products
manufactured around the time of the
manufacture of the device in question
• Analyze the Device History Records
• Analyze any related Service Records
• Analyze any CAPA data and Nonconforming
data that is related to the device in question

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Failure investigation and what
documentation would you
maintain?
• Investigate to root cause where possible
• Do not take the easy road and stop at the
quick fix
• Make sure the proposed fix will not cause
unexpected results or other adverse
problems

Complaint Record Accessibility
When the formally designated complaint unit is located
at a site separate from the manufacturing establishment,
the investigated complaint(s) and the record(s) of
investigation shall be reasonably accessible to the
manufacturing establishment.
21 CFR 820.198(f)

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Complaint Retention Requirements
• The complaint files shall be maintained in
accordance with the general record keeping
requirements of 820.180. All complaint files are
to be retained for a period of time equivalent to
the design and expected life of the device, but in
no case less than 2 years from the date of
release for commercial distribution by the
manufacturer.

The Preamble on Complaints Not
Maintained at Manufacturing Site
A manufacturer’s procedures must ensure
that the manufacturing site is alerted to
complaints concerning devices produced
at that site.

QS Preamble, Comment 196

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Foreign Complaint Records
If the formally designated complaint unit is
outside the U.S., required complaint
records shall be reasonably accessible in
the U.S. at either:
– A location in U.S. where manufacturer's
records are regularly kept
– The location of the initial distributor
21 CFR 820.198(g)

Effectiveness of Complaint
Systems
• Careful about what matrix you use to
analyze effectiveness.
• Common Pitfalls
– How many complaints?
– How many are opened and closed?
– Too many problem codes?

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Complaint Handling System in a
Risk-Based Environment?

• Remember – risk management tools may
be helpful in deciding what actions to take
BUT be careful NOT to use risk
management tools to try and justify away
doing an action!

Feedback Loop
• Complaints and complaint investigations are
integral to an effective CAPA system as they
provide a source of external data post-market
• One single complaint may lead a company to
take remedial action or it may require ongoing
analysis of numerous complaints to identify a
trend that may necessitate remedial action

http://www.fmdic.org/
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FDA Expectations
• Procedures defining complaint and complaint
investigation process
• Complaints handled in a timely and uniform
manner
• Appropriate questions are asked and information
collected to support decision(s)
• Risk is considered

FDA-483 Observations and
Warning Letter Citations Related to
Complaints
• Complaint handling procedures for
[receiving][reviewing][evaluating]
complaints have not been
[established][defined][documented][compl
eted][implemented].

http://www.fmdic.org/
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FDA-483 Observations and
Warning Letter Citations Related to
Complaints

• Complaints involving the possible failure of
a device to meet any of its specifications
were not evaluated and investigated
where necessary.

FDA-483 Observations and
Warning Letter Citations Related to
Complaints
• Your firm classified incoming customer
calls as non-complaints without conducting
and documenting further follow-up with the
patients or justifying the reason why.

http://www.fmdic.org/
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FDA-483 Observations and
Warning Letter Citations Related to
Complaints

• Your firm does not always obtain nor
document adequate details of the
incoming calls.

Thank You!

http://www.fmdic.org/
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FDA Medical Device Industry Coalition

COMPLAINT SYSTEM

Presented by: Al Alonso
Quality Management System Consultant

COMPLAINT DEFINITION







http://www.fmdic.org/

Any written, electronic, or oral
communication that alleges deficiencies
Related to identity, quality, durability,
reliability, safety, effectiveness or
performance of the device
After the device is released for distribution
Included in this is packaging and labeling
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COMPLAINT SOURCES


Key: After release for distribution






Distributors
Sales Agents
Healthcare Facility
Healthcare Providers
Patients

COMPLAINTS SYSTEM (CS)
PROCEDURE





Establish a specific CS coordination group
Establish a CS that funnels all complaint
information to a central point
Formally train all employees on the CS
procedure:





http://www.fmdic.org/

Sales & Marketing
R&D, Management
Customer Service, Receptionist
QA, QC, Mfg., Receiving, etc.
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COMPLAINT SYSTEM PROCEDURE






Procedure will define how the information is
collected, reviewed, investigated, analyzed
and trended
All complaints are to be funneled through
one group for collection and documentation
(Customer Service is a good choice)
It is best to have a healthcare professional
available for consultation

COMPLAINT SYSTEM PROCEDURE






http://www.fmdic.org/

A template is needed for the centralized
collecting group which requests all the
pertinent information concerning the
complaint
The complaint is to be clearly defined and
understood (clarify with complainant if not).
Enter data into centralized database
(software is available or in-house software)
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COMPLAINT SYSTEM PROCEDURE






Any missing or ambiguous information is to
be pursued with the complainant
If the complaint is product related, always
request the return of the product for
analysis
Establish a designated Complaint
Department (CD) to coordinate the CS
process

COMPLAINT SYSTEM PROCEDURE
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The CD shall have the training and
mechanism to immediately assess and
determine if the Complaint is a potential
MDR, Recall, Correction, etc.
This review could be performed weekly by a
committee to include CD and Regulatory at
least
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COMPLAINT SYSTEM PROCEDURE




Establish a Quality related returned product
system (e.g. Returned Product
Authorization)
Two to three documented good faith efforts
(one in writing) are to be made to obtain
the missing information directly from the
healthcare professional involved

COMPLAINT SYSTEM PROCEDURE
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Time starts when your company becomes
aware that means any employee or Sales
person, even if they are not direct
employees
Timeliness is critical because of the MDR 5
working days or 30 calendar days reporting
limits and the urgency of a Recall,
Correction or Removal
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COMPLAINT SYSTEM PROCEDURE




Immediately determine if the complaint is
an MDR reportable event
MDR’s reportable complaints, if prominently
identified, can be kept in the regulatory
complaint files

COMPLAINT SYSTEM PROCEDURE






http://www.fmdic.org/

Determine if this is a potential Recall,
Correction, or Removal
If there is concern that it may be a potential
Recall, Correction or Removal, then a
Health Hazard Evaluation is to be performed
and in a timely manner
Complaints that require additional technical
expertise shall be assigned to an appropriate
group, e.g. R&D, Mfr. Eng., Micro, etc.
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COMPLAINT SYSTEM PROCEDURE






Set a timeframe for completion of the
investigation based on the date the
complaint was first reported
Reasonable closure time for complaints is 90
to 120 days. Additional time for
investigation should be justified
If the complaint is determined to be a
systemic issue then generate a CAPA

COMPLAINT SYSTEM PROCEDURE
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If a complaint is repetitive, then the
previous investigation and findings can be
referenced and the investigation closed
Reference any CAPA’s associated with it
Health Hazard Evaluation should be
performed to insure safety
If no investigation is made the Mfr. should
document reason with the authorizing
authority’s approval
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COMPLAINT SYSTEM PROCEDURE







Obtaining the product for the investigation
provides the best complaint assessment
Results of the investigation
Any corrective action as a result of the
investigation
The CD shall review all complaints for
accuracy and completeness

COMPLAINT SYSTEM PROCEDURE
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Management may be added to the review as
appropriate for your system
Root Cause Analysis skills for the
investigators is essential
A Complaint software system (purchased or
developed in-house) is also essential
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COMPLAINT SYSTEM PROCEDURE






Store the Complaint files for easy access and
retrieval for investigators
Complaints investigation should be easily
retrievable with the ability to categorize by
product, failure, etc.
If your CD is located in another facility the
records should be easily accessible to the
manufacturing establishment

COMPLAINT SYSTEM PROCEDURE
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Trending shall be performed periodically
(quarterly is a good frequency) to determine
if there is a product issue
Action limits shall be set to trigger further
investigation or justification as to why an
investigation is not necessary, e.g. a CAPA is
ongoing
Findings require appropriate actions:
internal notification, CAPA, HHE, etc.
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COMPLAINT SYSTEM PROCEDURE
Product risks can never be eliminated so:
 Follow established plan
 Companies must continue to monitor
feedback
 Perform trend analysis with action limits
 Companies must manage risk through the
entire life cycle of the product

COMPLAINT SYSTEM PROCEDURE
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Good Complaint System software will be
able to greatly assist in the trending process
Also Complaint Software can link
Complaints, the CAPA System, Recalls, etc.
for easy review, analysis and cross
referencing
Complaint Data should be organized for easy
communication to the rest of the
organization
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COMPLAINT SYSTEM PROCEDURE
Distribution of Complaint Data
The procedure(s) should specify:
 The frequency of reporting this data
 Who reports the data
 Who reviews the data

COMPLAINT SYSTEM PROCEDURE


Who receives the data
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Marketing
Sales
Management
Product Development
Operations
Regulatory Affairs
Clinical Affairs
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COMPLAINT SYSTEM PROCEDURE
Train all personnel on the importance of
communicating product performance
information to a central point in a timely
manner in particular:
 Sales, i.e. representatives, agents,
distributors, etc.
 Marketing
 Customer Service
 Management

MANAGEMENT AWARENESS
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KEEPING MGMT AWARE
Management Reviews
CAPA
Recalls
Complaint Reports
Trend Reports
New Product performance reports
Email and Orally
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LESSONS LEARNED




Indirect Salesman represent your product
and as such for the purpose of complaints
considered part of the company therefore
when they become aware the time start
Salesman or marketing people deal with
complaints and don’t think it is necessary to
notify the complaint department

LESSONS LEARNED
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Complaints can come in from a variety of
sources and because they are not
centralized for collection can be lost
Sales reports the Complaint late and
therefore you are out of compliance
Complaints not investigated in a timely
manner
No time frame given for the investigation
and closure of complaints
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LESSONS LEARNED







Root Cause training inadequate and
complaints continue even after corrections
Thoroughness of complaints inadequate
Failure to contact complainant for
clarification or all the information
Failure to document inability to contact
complainant

LESSONS LEARNED
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An inefficient product Complaint return
system, i.e. timeliness, poor logistics,
documentation issues, etc.
Product not returned for analysis or
returned much later hampers the
investigation.
A poor logistics system will greatly effect
your complaint system, Recalls, etc.
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BENEFITS OF AN EFFECTIVE
COMPLAINT SYSTEM








Early warning for removal of suspect product
from the market
Increased user and patient safety
Fewer product complaints
Provides R&D with feedback to improve
existing products
Assists R&D with the design of new products

BENEFITS OF AN EFFECTIVE
COMPLAINT SYSTEM
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A more robust QMS which corrects systemic
problems and not just fixes individual issues
Increase confidence in Regulatory
compliance
Reduced litigation
Enhanced quality image of the company
Increased revenue and profitability
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Questions?

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Medical Device Reporting
(MDR)
21 CFR Part 803

1

Objectives
• Review applicable sections of 21 CFR 803
and 21 CFR 820
• Review and explain MDR reporting
requirements
• Review FDA-483 observation examples

2
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Medical Device Reporting 21 CFR 803
• §803.3

MDR Reportable Event means

• An event that user facilities become aware of
that reasonably suggests that a device has
or may have caused or contributed to a
death or serious injury; or

3

Medical Device Reporting 21 CFR 803
• §803.3

MDR Reportable Event means

2.An event that manufacturers or importers
become aware of that reasonably suggests that
one of their marketed devices;
(i) May have caused or contributed to a death or
serious injury
(ii) Has malfunctioned and that the device or a
similar device marketed by the manufacturer or
importer would be likely to cause or contribute
to a death or serious injury if the malfunction
were to recur
4
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Medical Device Reporting 21 CFR 803
• §803.3

Becomes Aware

An employee of the entity required to report
has acquired information that reasonably
suggests a reportable event has occurred

5

Medical Device Reporting 21 CFR 803
• §803.3

Caused or Contributed

A death or serious injury was or may have
been attributed to a medical device, or that a
medical device was or may have been a
factor in a death or serious injury, including
events occurring as a result of: (1) Failure;
(2) Malfunction; (3) Improper or inadequate
design; (4) Manufacture; (5) Labeling; or (6)
User error
6
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Medical Device Reporting 21 CFR 803
• §803.3

Serious Injury

An injury or illness that:
1. Is life-threatening
2. Results in permanent impairment of a body function
or permanent damage to a body structure
3. Necessitates medical or surgical intervention to
preclude permanent impairment of a body function
or permanent damage to a body structure
7

Medical Device Reporting 21 CFR 803
• §803.3

Malfunction

The failure of a device to meet its
performance specifications or otherwise
perform as intended. Performance
specifications include all claims made in the
labeling for the device. The intended
performance of a device refers to the
intended use for which the device is labeled
or marketed…
8
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More on Malfunctions
Guidance
– Reporters do not need to assess the likelihood that a malfunction will
recur. The regulation presumes that the malfunction will recur.
Furthermore, FDA believes that once a malfunction has caused or
contributed to a death or serious injury, a presumption that the
malfunction is likely to cause or contribute to a death or serious
injury has been established. This presumption will continue until
the malfunction has caused or contributed to no further deaths or
serious injuries for two years, or the manufacturer can show, through
valid data, that the likelihood of another death or serious injury as a
result of the malfunction is remote.
– http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/
GuidanceDocuments/ucm094529.htm
9

Who Has to Report an Event?
• User facilities
• Importers
• Manufacturers
• Distributors (maintain records only)

10
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Manufacturer Reporting Requirements
• Individual adverse event reports no later than 30
calendar days after the day you become aware
of a reportable death, serious injury, or
malfunction
• Individual adverse event reports no later than 5
work days after the day that you become aware
of
(i) A reportable event that requires remedial
action to prevent an unreasonable risk of
substantial harm to the public health, or
(ii) A reportable event for which we made a
written request
11

Manufacturer Reporting Requirements
• Supplemental reports are required if the
manufacturer obtains information that was
not submitted in the initial report. Must be
submitted within 1 month of the day that the
information was received
• Generally submitted because the information
was unknown at the time of the initial report
or to correct information previously submitted
12
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Manufacturer Reporting Requirements
• Submit required information on FDA
Medwatch Form 3500A or in an electronic
equivalent as approved
• Medwatch Form 3500A and instructions
can be found on the internet at
http://www.fda.gov/medwatch/getforms.htm
13

Medwatch Form 3500A

14
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Manufacturer Requirements

• 820.198(a)(3) – Complaint procedure shall ensure
that:
– Complaints are evaluated to determine whether the
complaint represents an event which is required to be
reported under part 803

15

Manufacturer Requirements
• 820.198(d)
– Any complaint which must be reported shall be promptly
reviewed, evaluated, and investigated
– Maintained in separate portion of complaint files or
otherwise identified

16
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Manufacturer Requirements
• 820.198(d)
• When a complaint is reportable the complaint file
shall contain:
– Information required under 820.198(e)
– Whether device failed to meet specifications
– Whether the device was being used for treatment or
diagnosis
– The relationship of the device to the event

17

Manufacturer MDR Requirements
• §803.17 Must develop, maintain, and implement written
MDR procedures
– Ensure timely and effective identification and evaluation
– A standardized review process for reportability
– Timely transmission of reports (5 or 30 days)

• §803.18 Must establish and maintain MDR event files
• Investigate to obtain required information and evaluate
cause
• Document investigation, information and decisions in MDR
event files
18
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FDA-483 Observations
• Numerous citations in related to MDR’s
These include complaint cites, specific MDR
cites, and servicing records cites
• Most used cite is 803.17
“Written MDR procedures have not been
[developed] [maintained] [implemented.”

19

FDA-483 Observation Examples
• 21 CFR 803.50(a)(2) Report of Malfunction
An MDR report was not submitted within 30 days of receiving
or otherwise becoming aware of information that reasonably
suggests that a marketed device has malfunctioned and would
be likely to cause or contribute to death or serious injury if the
malfunction were to recur.
Specifically, the firm received a report of a side rail latch failing
to perform as intended leading to an injury of a patient on
3/9/07. All 142 complaints of malfunctions of the side rail latch
which occurred after that incident should have been reported
as MDRs.
20
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FDA-483 Observation Examples
• 21 CFR 803.50(b)(1) Providing Incomplete or
Missing Information
An MDR report submitted to FDA did not include all
information that was reasonably known to the
manufacturer.
Specifically, your firm did not provide complete
information from reports submitted by user facilities,
distributors, and initial reports. The reports are: 1)
Facility Report 0533000000-1993-0001 dated 1/23/94
2) Facility Report 0034030-1995-0001 dated 8/03/95
21

FDA-483 Observation Examples
• 820.200(c) Servicing
Service reports that represent MDR reportable events
were not automatically considered complaints and
processed in accordance with the requirements of 21
CFR 820.198.
Specifically, the firm performed service on a hospital
bed rail which collapsed and caused a patient to fall
and hit his head, resulting in a concussion and
laceration requiring 15 stitches. The firm did not file a
complaint or an MDR
22
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Compliance Program Guidance Manual
• The district should consider a Warning Letter when the following MDR
violation(s) was/were disclosed during the inspection. This list only
provides examples and is not all-inclusive.
– Firm fails to report, within five workdays, after becoming aware that a
reportable MDR event necessitates remedial action to prevent an
unreasonable risk of substantial harm to the public health.
– Firm fails to submit an MDR death report.
– Firm fails to submit an MDR serious injury report.
– Firm fails to develop, maintain and implement written MDR procedures.

• When the firm has already received a Warning Letter for MDR violations
and still fails to comply with the MDR regulation, then the district should
consider recommending a seizure, injunction, civil money penalty or
prosecution.
• All failures to comply with MDR should be listed on the FDA-483.
23

Warning Letter Examples
Failure to submit an MDR within 30 days of receiving or
otherwise becoming aware of information that reasonably
suggests that a marketed device may have caused or
contributed to a death or serious injury, as required by 21
CFR 803.50(a)(1).
For example, your firm received information through its
Service Report *****, dated October 5, 2010, of a patient
that fell over the side rails of your firm's bed and sustained a
broken hip. Your firm reported this event in its complaint file
as ****, dated October 8, 2010. Your firm's MDR evaluation
determined, "Serious injury not caused/contributed by
product," and no report was submitted to FDA.

24
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Warning Letter Examples
• Failure to submit a report to FDA no later than 30 calendar
days of receiving information that reasonably suggests that
your marketed devices may have caused or contributed to a
death or serious injury, as required by 21 C.F.R.
803.50(a)(1). For example:
Complaint **** contains documentation that the bone
fractured after insertion of the Trial, and that the surgeon
was required to use a suture on the bone, which is
information your firm became aware of on May 21, 2008.
This information reasonably suggests that your device may
have caused or contributed to a reportable serious injury.
After the inspection, you submitted a Serious Injury
MedWatch report for Complaint **** on March 8, 2010. This
MDR was submitted approximately 620 days late.
25

Warning Letter Examples
• 1. Failure to submit a report to FDA after receiving
information that reasonably suggested that a marketed
device may have caused or contributed to a death or
serious injury, as required by 21 CFR 803.50(a)(2).
For example, you were notified of an occurrence, which you
recorded as Complaint ****, on August 12, 2009, which
involved the service loop disconnecting from the tissue mold
at the distal end of the device allowing the metal helical
retractor to dangle. Subsequently, your complaint report
states the side of the helical retractor "caught the
esophageal 1/3 of the way out" during attempted removal of
the device requiring a biopsy forceps to loosen the helical
retractor enough for removal of the device.
26
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The information in the complaint files indicates that
your firm was in possession of information that
reasonably suggested that your marketed device
malfunctioned and this device would be likely to
cause or contribute to a death or serious injury, if
the malfunction were to recur. Your firm failed to
submit this report to FDA within the required 30 day
timeframe as required by 21 CFR 803.50(a)(2).

27

Warning Letter Examples
Failure to ensure that all complaints are evaluated to
determine whether the complaint should be filed as a
Medical Device Report (MDR). [21 CFR 820.198(a)(3)]
Specifically, 4 of the 25 complaints reviewed by the
investigator had not been evaluated to determine if they
were medical device reportable events. For example,
Complaint **** states that a patient claimed [redacted] was
shocked and burned on the top of her head while being
scanned in the **** system. The complaint was not
evaluated to determine if it was a medical device reportable
event.
28
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Useful Links
• MDR Preamble
– http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-1995-12-11/html/95-29906.htm

• Compliance Program Guidance Manual
– http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/
GuidanceDocuments/ucm072753.htm

• CDRH Learn
– http://www.fda.gov/Training/CDRHLearn/default.htm

• eMDR Guidance
– http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/
GuidanceDocuments/ucm175805.htm?utm_campaign=Google2&ut
m_source=fdaSearch&utm_medium=website&utm_term=MDR%20G
uidance&utm_content=2
29

Useful Links
• MDR Guidance
– http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationand
Guidance/GuidanceDocuments/ucm094529.htm

30
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Jeff R. Wooley
Investigator Dallas District Office
4040 N. Central Expressway, Suite 300
Dallas, TX 75204
(214) 253-5251

31

Questions?

32
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FDA Medical Device Industry Coalition

MDR: Failures, Successes
and Solutions
Scott Eden, Sr. Director Quality and
Regulatory

Agenda



Brief Overview of the Requirements
Highlight MDR Failures




http://www.fmdic.org/

Discuss some common pitfalls and
misinterpretations

Discuss Successes and Solutions and
Resources
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Medical Device Reporting Regulation
Medical Device Reporting (MDR, 21 CFR Part 803)
Establishes the reporting requirements for
device user facilities, manufacturers and
importers.
 A mechanism for FDA and manufacturers to
identify and monitor significant adverse events
involving marketed medical devices.

MDR Reporting


What Types of Events Must Be Reported to
FDA?




If device may have caused or contributed to a
death or serious injury.
Certain malfunctions must also be reported.


http://www.fmdic.org/

Malfunction is reportable when is it likely to cause or
contribute to a death of serious injury if it were to
recur.
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Malfunctions


A malfunction is considered reportable if any one of the
following is true:












the chance of a death or serious injury occurring as a result of a recurrence of the
malfunction is not remote;
the consequences of the malfunction affect the device in a catastrophic manner that may
lead to a death or serious injury;
it causes the device to fail to perform its essential function and compromises the device’s
therapeutic, monitoring or diagnostic effectiveness which could cause or contribute to a
death or serious injury, or other significant adverse device experiences. The essential
function of a device refers not only to the device’s labeled use, but for any use widely
prescribed within the practice of medicine;
it involves an implant malfunction that would be likely to cause or contribute to death or
serious injury, regardless of how the device is used;
the device is considered life-supporting or life-sustaining, and thus essential to maintaining
human life; or
the manufacturer takes or would be required to take action under section 518 or 519(f) of
the FD&C Act as a result of the malfunction of the device or other similar devices.

MDR Reporting Requirement
REPORTER

Manufacturer (Mfr)
(Domestic and Foreign)

WHAT TO REPORT

WHERE

WHEN

Deaths, Serious Injuries, Malfunction

FDA

Within 30 calendar days of
becoming aware

Events that require remedial action to
prevent an unreasonable risk of
substantial harm

FDA

Within 5 working days of
becoming aware

Deaths

FDA and Mfr

Within 10 working days

User Facility
MFG (FDA if unknown)
Serious injury
Importer

Deaths and Serious Injuries
Malfunctions

Voluntary

http://www.fmdic.org/

Any type of event

Within 10 working days
FDA and Mfr
Mfr
FDA

Within 30 calendar days
Within 30 calendar days
Any time
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Additional requirements








Device manufacturer must conduct a complete
investigation of each event (as per 21 CFR Part
820.198)
All information required in 21 CFR Part 803.52
Develop and implement written MDR
Procedures (21 CFR Part 803.17)
Establish and maintain MDR event files
Have a system in place that ensures access to
information that facilitates timely
follow‐up/inspection by FDA.

Caused Or Contributed




Death or serious injury was or may have been
attributed to a medical device;
or


http://www.fmdic.org/

A medical device was or may have been a factor in a death
or serious injury, including events resulting from:
 Failure
 Malfunction
 Improper or inadequate design
 Manufacturing (problems)
 Labeling (problems)
 Use error
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Why can we not get it Right?




Complaint Handling and MDR Reporting
continues to be a Top 483 Citation for
Medical Device Firms
Inadequate MDR procedures – 21 CFR 803.17;


For example:


Failure to develop, maintain, and implement written
MDR procedures.

MDR Pitfalls – Timelines


Firm continue to report MDRs later than the
required 5, 30 Days.





http://www.fmdic.org/

Calendar Days not Working days
30 Days is not 31, 32, 33…

Supplemental reports are also required to be
submitted within 30 days from the time you
receive new information.
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MDR Pitfalls - 5 Day Reports


Report a 5 Day reportable MDR if you conduct any remedial
action to prevent an unreasonable risk of substantial harm to
the public health and other types of events designated by
FDA. A remedial action is any action other than routine
maintenance or servicing of a device where such action is
necessary to prevent recurrence of a reportable event.






Recall
Field Corrections
Notifications

Don’t Say Remedial Action Was Initiated if It Wasn’t.
Another common pitfall is incorrectly completing Section H7,
which asks whether remedial action was initiated.

MDR Pitfalls – Process & Procedures


Firms continue to fail to have MDR
Procedures (& Complaint Procedures)







http://www.fmdic.org/

Top issue in 483s and Warning Letters

Understand your requirements
If a consultant writes the procedure,
understand the requirements.
It’s not enough to have a good MDR
procedure, you have to know, execute and
follow your procedures.
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MDR Pitfalls “Becomes Aware” Date




Common Compliance Issue: Employees Don’t Know
the Becomes Aware Date
ANY EMPLOYEE … All employees should know the
Become Aware Date for MDRs








All employees should be trained on MDR reporting
requirements
Field Employees greatest offenders
Consultants
Not just Quality, Regulatory and the Complaint
Handling Unit.
Not Just US Employees, Multi National

MDR Pitfalls – Service MDR Requirement






820.200(c) Each manufacturer who receives a service
report that represents an event which must be reported
to FDA under part 803 (MDR Regulation)… shall
automatically consider the report a complaint...
Firms all too often forget about the service
requirements as it relates to MDR requirements.
Unscheduled Services calls (not Preventive Maintenance
Reports) could be an MDR reportable event.




http://www.fmdic.org/

Evaluated Service Records for Serious Injury and Reportable
Malfunctions.
Timely review of Service Reports is imperative to meet the 30 Day pitfall.
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MDR Pitfalls – It’s just Cosmetic…


A Defect that appears at first glance to be
cosmetic may not be. Not always as simple
as it sounds.


Examples:




Broken LCD screens
Casters/ Wheels Broke
Scratches on articulating surfaces of orthopedic
implants

MDR Pitfalls – Foreign AE’s


A common misconception is adverse event
happed outside of the United States are not
reportable to US FDA.


http://www.fmdic.org/

Incorrect, Adverse Events that occur outside the
United States are reportable if the same or
similar product or product family is marketed in
the US.
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MDR Pitfalls – Literature


Literature such as Peer Review Articles that
implicate your device as causing a Death,
Serious Injury or Reportable Malfunction are
required to be reported.


If you have read it, you have “become aware”

MDR Pitfalls – Not Knowing Industry
Product Trends


Know the adverse events and Recalls of
“like” devices and/or predicate devices






http://www.fmdic.org/

Your competitor of a similar device may have
experienced an adverse event or reported a
malfunction that you may not have previously
considered in your risk management file.
If an event happed to a like competitor device, it
could be likely that the same event could happen
to your device.
Search Maude Database, Enforcement Report,
Recall Database
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MDR Pitfalls – Contract Manufacturer






Contract Manufacturer– Unless you have an
exemption Contract Manufacturers have a
responsibility to follow MDR procedures.
Ensure the Contract Manufacturer and the
Product Specification Designer knows
Reporting Requirements
Make it clear to the agency who is
responsible for reporting MDRs.

MDR Pitfalls – Attempts for Information


Ensure you make a “Good Faith Effort” to
obtain as much information about the event
as possible





Obtaining information in Legal cases can be
difficult




http://www.fmdic.org/

Three good faith efforts at a minimum
At least 1 in writing (or different than the past)

Partner with and Educate your Legal Council on
FDA MDR reporting requirements

Document, Document, Document!
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MDR Pitfalls – Inadequate Trending




Inadequate trending of MDRs could lead to
your firm not knowing the safety and
effectiveness of your device
Trending can identify issues



Know how your deice is performing.
Know your severity and occurrence of post
market devices.




Update Risk Management File

Management Review should include MDR
Reporting and MDR reporting Trends.

MDR Pitfalls – “Likely”.





Malfunctions once reported – Always report.
In the past there was a “Two Year Rule”,
this rule is Dead.
If you want to stop reporting MDRs for a
product complaint failure mode, contact
CDRH.


http://www.fmdic.org/

Be prepared with data to support your position.
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Likely…





The MDR regulation published in the Federal Register
on December 11, 1995 did not define "likely", but a
discussion of the term was included in the preamble to
the MDR regulation published in the Federal Register on
September 14, 1984.
“Likely” means more probable than not.
The regulation presumes that the malfunction will
recur. Furthermore, Once a malfunction has caused or
contributed to a death or serious injury, a presumption
that the malfunction is likely to cause or contribute to
a death or serious injury has been established.

MDR Pitfalls – Necessary Education,
Background, Training and Experience






http://www.fmdic.org/

Executive Management must ensure that employees
responsible for Medical Device Reporting (MDR)
have the sufficient personnel with the necessary
education, background, training, and experience to
assure that all activities required by this part are
correctly performed.
Product Investigation and MDR reporting is not
simply an administrative position.
Knowing FDA expectations and ongoing industry
education is critical to the success of RA/QA/MA
Personnel.
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MDR Pitfalls – Intraoperative Failures
Causing a Delay in Surgery


Interruptions in therapy or surgery while
patient is under anesthesia (exposure)


Consider potential for delay as a reportable
event (each situation is different).


Know how long the delay lasted

MDR Pitfalls – 803.20(c)(2)




803.20(c)(2) manufacturer does not have to report an
event “if [it has] information that would lead a person
who is qualified to make a medical judgment
reasonably to conclude that a device did not cause or
contribute to a . . . serious injury
Be conservative and cautious when citing 803.20(c)(2)
as a reason not to report an MDR.


http://www.fmdic.org/

Many examples of where this was inappropriately used as a
justification not to report an MDR
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MDR Pitfalls – MDR and Recall Reporting






Part 806(f) “No report of correction or removal
is required under this part, if a report of the
correction or removal is required and has been
submitted under parts 803 or 1004 of this
chapter.”
It is not recommended that you report Recall
exclusively via MDR reporting 806.10 –
Sometimes tied to MDR events
Contact your Recall Coordinator.

Warning Letter Examples




Failure to report to the FDA no later than 30 calendar days after
the day that your firm received or otherwise became aware of
information, from any source, that reasonably suggests that a
device that it markets has malfunctioned and this device or a
similar device that it markets would be likely to cause or
contribute to a death or serious injury, if the malfunction were to
recur; as required by 21 CFR 803.50(a)(2).
Lesson Learned:




http://www.fmdic.org/

Ensure your Complaint Handling Unit is staffed with trained personnel that
knows when the MDR clock starts.
Have a well defined process to ensure MDRs are reported on time.
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Example from a Warning Letter




…The event was received by FDA as a 30-day initial report on
December 17, 2009. Your firm received the device for analysis on
or about January 21, 2010; however, follow-up report 001 was not
received by FDA until April 29, 2010.
Lessons Learned:






Ensure your Complaint Handling Unit is staffed appropriately and
Complaint Investigations are given priority
Triage Complaints, highest risk complaints (MDRs) to be evaluated and
investigated first.
Your responsibility for reporting does not end with the initial report.

Example from a Warning Letter




http://www.fmdic.org/

Procedure, requires all Company employees who
receive any complaint or adverse event information to
"immediately communicate" such information to the
Complaint Handling Unit. However, a review of
complaints showed that the Complaint Handling Unit
did not always immediately receive the complaint or
adverse event information …
Lesson: Make sure all employees are made aware of
their requirements to report complaints timely. Ensure
complaint handling is enforced by Executive
Management.
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Example of a Warning Letter


Failure to submit all information that is reasonably
known to you, as required by 21 CFR 803.50(b)(1). For
example:




…This information was reported to FDA almost two years after your
firm became aware of the information.

Potential Lessons Learned:


Industry must understand that a commitment to quality starts at
the highest level of management.





Executive Management should be made aware of such failures in the quality
system.
Robust Internal Audits should identify quality system deficiencies
Culture of Quality imperative for success

Reporting and Social Media


Do I have to report MDR’s if an adverse
event was reported on social media?



Yes, you are obligated to report
Two Questions







http://www.fmdic.org/

Are you Aware?
Is it a reportable event?

The medium has changed, the requirement
has not.
You have a responsibility to follow up.
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MDR Decision Tree




Most Successful MDR Programs have an MDR
Decision Tree
An MDR Decision Tree can help to
consistently determine if an event is
reportable.
Does Information Reasonably
Suggest that a Device Caused
or Contributed to a Death or
Serious Injury?

NO

YES

e-MDR



Approximately 70% of MDR’s are sent in electronically.
e-Submit Via Electronic Submissions Gateway (ESG)












http://www.fmdic.org/

B2B (High Volume/Batch Reporting)
WebTrader (Low Volume/Single Reports)

Most Commercial Complaint Handling Systems (off the
shelf)have e-MDR build in as a feature
Work Smarter vs. Harder – benefit in reduction in work
load and human error
Communication with FDA and Coordination with your IT
department critical to success.
FDA Website will guide you through process.
Final Rule Due Date? Unknown, but don’t wait.
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Need Help? MDR POLICY BRANCH


Interprets Medical Device Reporting (MDR) regulation (21 CFR
PART 803)





Determines reportability of events for Center offices
Works closely with Center and Agency offices during inspections and regulatory
actions

Educates industry and FDA staff on MDR policy issues


Offers guidance, (independently or through venues such as the FDA’s CDRH
Learn Modules




Provides publically available email and phone number to answer
MDR questions:E-MAIL: MDRPolicy@FDA.HHS.GOV
PHONE: 301-796-6670

Resources




FDA’s CDRH Learn
http://www.fda.gov/Training/CDRHLearn/u
cm162015.htm#mdr
Medical Device Reporting for Manufacturers
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/MedicalDev
ices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/Guidanc
eDocuments/ucm094530.pdf



http://www.fmdic.org/
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Quality of MDRs





Ensure MDR reporters are educated on
requirements
Important to uncover what happened.
Investigate as much as possible


Not receiving the product back is not a good
excuse for not evaluating and investigating


DHR Reviews, Literature Review, Failure Simulation,
Request Picture, Medical Review, Review Labeling, etc.

MDR Success Story Example
A little known Austin Device Company
2010

A little known Austin Device Company
2012

No Complaint Handling Unit

Designated CHU – 800#, Email address

Inadequate Complaint Procedure
No MDR Procedure

Procedures written, known, executed
and followed.

No Complaint/ MDR Training

Company wide training, validated
electronic system, employees compliant

Late MDRs

No Late MDRs

483s for MDR

No 483s for MDR

No Metrics

Metrics Established for AE’s and 30 Day
Monitoring and Investigation Aging

Paper based System

Electronic System Purchased

Faxing / Mailing MDRs

eMDR

Management Unaware of Requirements

Management Educated and Engaged

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Conclusion






It is imperative that device manufacturers have
an effective system for identifying reportable
MDR events, analyzing in a consistent manner
whether events are reportable, and submitting
accurate and timely MDR reports to FDA.
Management commitment, properly trained and
industry informed employees, well written (and
followed) procedures and patient focused
culture are keys to success.
Lack of controls will certainly lead to FDA
enforcement.

Questions?

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Corrective and Preventive Action –
Background & Examples
Presented by:
Kimberly Lewandowski-Walker
Food and Drug Administration
Division of Domestic Field Investigations
Office of Regulatory Affairs

Overview
• Background on Corrective and Preventive Action
(CAPA) Requirements
• Quality System (QS) CAPA (21 CFR 820.100)
• Link Between CAPA and Other QS Regulation
Requirements
• Examples on CAPA
• Guidance and Other Resources

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Purpose of the CAPA Subsystem
• Collect and Analyze Information based on
appropriate Statistical Methodology as
necessary to detect recurring quality problems
• Identify and Investigate Existing and Potential
Product and Quality Problems
• Take Appropriate, Effective, and Comprehensive
Corrective and/or Preventive Actions

CAPA Subsystem in Context
Management Controls

Design
Controls

Production &
Process
Controls
Service Reports
Corrective and
Preventive Actions

Material
Controls
Records,
Documents, &
Change Controls

http://www.fmdic.org/

Equipment &
Facility
Controls
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When Does FDA Review CAPA?
• Inspections
– Quality System Inspection Technique (QSIT) – Corrective and
Preventive Action (CAPA) Subsystem
– Compliance Program (7382.845) – Inspection of Medical Device
Manufacturers

• Premarket Approval Applications (PMAs)
– Original PMAs
– Some PMA supplements (Site changes, 30-Day Notices)

• CAPA is NOT Reviewed in 510(k) applications
• Recalls (corrections and removals)

Why is CAPA Important?
• Linked to many other requirements.
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

820.198 Complaint Files
820.90 Nonconforming Product
820.80 Acceptance Activities
820.200 Servicing
820.22 Audits
803 Medical Device Reporting (MDR)
806 Reports of Corrections and Removals (“Recalls”)
... And many more

• Ensures problems are detected AND resolved.

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Definitions
• Correction: repair, rework, or adjustment and relates to the
disposition of an existing nonconformity.
• Corrective Action: the action taken to eliminate the causes
of an existing nonconformity, defect or other undesirable
situation in order to prevent recurrence.
• Preventive Action: action taken to eliminate the cause of a
potential nonconformity, defect, or other undesirable
situation in order to prevent occurrence.
• Nonconformity: non-fulfillment of a specified requirement.

Correction, Corrective Action, or
Preventive Action?
• Replacing the label on a device that had the
wrong label applied?
• Revising process parameters in response to
complaints?
• Rewelding a contact that does not meet visual
inspection requirements?
• Auditing all vendors of a key component after
quality issues with only one vendor are
identified?
• Revising equipment maintenance procedures to
reduce drift in process specifications?

http://www.fmdic.org/
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CAPA Procedures –
21 CFR 820.100(a)
Each manufacturer shall establish and maintain procedures for
implementing corrective and preventive action.
Procedures must ensure all requirements of CAPA subsystem
are met

Establish: define, document (in writing or electronically), and
implement.
Number and complexity of procedures vary based on the organization

The CAPA Process
INPUTS
Internal/
External
Sources

ELEMENTS
•Analyze Data, 820.100(a)(1)
•Investigate Cause, 820.100(a)(2)
•Identify Action, 820.100(a)(3)
•Verify/Validate Effectiveness,
820.100(a)(4)

OUTPUTS
Implement Changes,
820.100(a)(5)
Disseminating Information,
820.100(a)(6)
Submit for Management
Review, 820.100(a)(7)
Document, 820.100(b)

http://www.fmdic.org/
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CAPA Procedures –
21 CFR 820.100(a)
• What is your firm’s process for events that
“trigger” a CAPA
– Not every complaint is a CAPA
– Not every nonconformance is a CAPA

CAPA Data Analysis –
21 CFR 820.100(a)(1)
Analyzing processes, work operations,
concessions, quality audit reports, quality records,
service records, complaints, returned product, and
other sources of quality data to identify existing
and potential causes of nonconforming
product, or other quality problems. Appropriate
statistical methodology shall be employed
where necessary to detect recurring quality
problems.

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Data Sources
INTERNAL
SOURCES
•Inspection/Test Data
•Nonconforming
Material Reports
•Equipment Data
•Scrap/Yield Data
•Rework Data
•Returned Product
•Internal Audits
•Process Control Data
•Acceptance Activities

EXTERNAL
SOURCES
•Complaints
•Field Service
Reports
•Legal Claims
•Warranty Claims
•External Audits
•Medical Device
Reports (MDRs)

CAPA and Statistical Analysis
“FDA emphasizes that the appropriate
statistical tools must be employed when it is
necessary to utilize statistical methodology.
FDA has seen far too often the misuse of
statistics by manufacturers in an effort to
minimize instead of address the problem. Such
misuse of statistics would be a violation of this
section.”
61 Fed. Reg. at 52633-52634, Comment 159

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Common Statistical Techniques
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pareto charts
Run charts
Control charts
Mean and standard deviation
T tests for comparisons
Experimental design (DOE)
Graphical methods (fishbone diagrams,
histograms, scatter plots, spreadsheets, etc.)

Other Analysis Techniques
•
•
•
•

http://www.fmdic.org/

Management reviews
Quality review boards
Material review boards
Other internal reviews
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CAPA Data Analysis –
21 CFR 820.100(a)(1)
• Ensure all quality data sources are defined
and analyzed to identify existing product
and quality problems
• How is the data is captured and
maintained?

CAPA Data Analysis –
21 CFR 820.100(a)(1)
• How does your firm categorize and group
data and perform the analysis?
– Expect FDA to verify your firm is using
appropriate analysis techniques
– Analysis of data should also include a
comparison of the same problem type across
different data sources

http://www.fmdic.org/
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CAPA Data Analysis –
21 CFR 820.100(a)(1)
• Is the data received by the CAPA system
is complete, accurate, and timely?
• Trend analysis is one type of data analysis

CAPA Investigation –
21 CFR 820.100(a)(2)
Investigating the cause of nonconformities
relating to product, process, and the quality
system.
21 CFR 820.198, Complaint Handling, also
requires investigations for the device involved, but
the CAPA requirement is broader to cover the
process and the quality system.

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Typical Investigation Steps
• Identify problem and characterize.
• Determine scope and impact.
• Investigate data, process, operations and
other sources of information.
• Determine root cause, if possible.

Possible Root Causes
•
•
•
•
•

Training
Design
Manufacturing
Management
Change Control

• Purchasing/Supplier
Quality
• Testing
• Documentation
• Maintenance

Many manufacturers tend to overuse training as a
corrective action and do not adequately address the
systemic corrective action.

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Root cause analysis tools
• Commonly used tools
– Fishbone diagrams
– 5 “whys”
– Fault-tree analysis
– Among others

CAPA Investigation –
21 CFR 820.100(a)(2)
• Is the depth of the investigation sufficient?
• Expect FDA to evaluate the adequacy of your
firm’s rationale for determining if a corrective or
preventive action is necessary
– Decision process may be linked to risk analysis

http://www.fmdic.org/
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CAPA Investigation –
21 CFR 820.100(a)(2)
• What controls does your firm have over
devices suspected of having potential
nonconformities?
– Justification for concessions should be well
documented and appropriate to the product
risk

Identify Required Actions –
21 CFR 820.100(a)(3)
Identify the action(s) needed to correct and
prevent recurrence of non-conforming product
and other quality problems.
Beware of terminology!
A Preventive Action is NOT required for
all situations; however, a Corrective
Action to prevent recurrence is required.

http://www.fmdic.org/
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“Other Quality Problems”?
“... The objective of § 820.100 is to correct and
prevent poor practices, not simply bad product. ...
Correction and prevention of unacceptable quality
system practices should result in fewer
nonconformities related to product. ... For
example, it [CAPA] should identify and correct
improper personnel training, the failure to follow
procedures, and inadequate procedures, among
other things.”
61 Fed. Reg. at 52633-52634, Comment 162

Taking Action
• Identify solutions.
• Develop action plan for corrective action and/or
preventive action.
• Should consider the risk posed by the problem.
– Not all problems require the same level of
investigation and action.
– It is appropriate to “elevate” some issues at the
expense of others

http://www.fmdic.org/
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CAPA and Risk Management
“FDA agrees that the degree of corrective and preventive
action taken to eliminate or minimize actual or potential
nonconformities must be appropriate to the magnitude of
the problem and commensurate with the risks
encountered…FDA does expect the manufacturer to
develop procedures for assessing the risk, the actions that
need to be taken for different levels of risk, and how to
correct or prevent the problem from recurring, depending
on that risk assessment.”
61 Fed. Reg. at 52633-52634, Comment 159

CAPA and Risk Management
• Risk analysis allows a manufacturer to:
–
–
–
–

Determine priorities
Assign resources
Determine the severity of impact
Determine the depth of investigation

• Common tools
– Hazard analysis
• Used early for potential problems

– Failure Mode Effects Analysis (FMEA)
• Bottom up

– Fault Tree Analysis (FTA)
• Top down

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Identify Required Actions –
21 CFR 820.100(a)(3)
• Expect FDA to review the actions taken
• Be prepared to discuss the
appropriateness of the action taken
– Why was corrective action taken?
– Does the corrective action extend to include
any additional actions (component suppliers,
training, acceptance activities, field actions) if
necessary?

Verify and Validate –
21 CFR 820.100(a)(4)
Verifying or validating the corrective and
preventive action to ensure that such action is
effective and does not adversely affect the
finished device.
Effectiveness:
Did my solution work?
Did it create other
potential nonconformances?

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Verify and Validate –
21 CFR 820.100(a)(4)
• Verify that verification/validation protocols were
established
• Review data associated with verification or
validation activities
• Review the effectiveness of the corrective and
preventive actions by reviewing data to
determine if similar quality problems exist after
implementation

Implement and Record Changes –
21 CFR 820.100(a)(5)
Implementing and recording changes in
methods and procedures needed to correct
and prevent identified quality problems.

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Implementing Changes
• Tie CAPA implementation to:
– Document control for products and processes
(DMR – 820.181)
– Change control (820.40)

• Ensure that controlled documents are
reviewed and approved if changes are
made.

Implementing Changes
• Expect FDA to verify implementation of
changes by viewing actual processes and
equipment
• Implemented changes may directly link to
design or production and process controls

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Disseminate Information –
21 CFR 820.100(a)(6)
Ensuring that information related to quality
problems or nonconforming product is
disseminated to those directly responsible
for assuring the quality of such product
or the prevention of such problems

Management Review –
21 CFR 820.100(a)(7)
Submitting relevant information on identified
quality problems, as well as corrective and
preventive actions, for management review
The significance of the problem impacts
the level of management review.
Need management awareness and
buy-in so that resources are allocated, etc.

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Documentation –
21 CFR 820.100(b)
All activities required under this section, and
their results, shall be documented.

CAPA Subsystem –
Other Requirements
• 21 CFR 820.90, Nonconforming Product
• 21 CFR 820.198, Complaint Files

http://www.fmdic.org/
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What is Nonconforming Product?
• Nonconformity = the nonfulfillment of a
specified requirement. [21CFR820.3(q)]

+
• Product = components, manufacturing
materials, in-process devices, finished
devices, and returned devices. [21CFR820.3(r)]

Examples of Nonconforming
Product
• Received components/material that fail
incoming inspection.
• Products/components that fail inspection
or test steps during manufacturing.
• Product returned to the manufacturer with
defects.

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Links Between Nonconforming
Product and CAPA
• Identification and monitoring of nonconforming
product often “triggers” CAPA activities.
• Nonconforming product investigations can also
be leveraged during CAPA investigations.
• Not every nonconformance is a CAPA.

What is a “complaint”?
Any written, electronic, or oral communication that
alleges deficiencies related to the identity, quality,
durability, reliability, safety, effectiveness, or
performance of a device after it is released for
distribution.
21 CFR 820.3(b)

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Link Between Complaints and CAPA
• Complaints are a required data source to CAPA and may
“trigger” CAPA activity.
– Remember, not every complaint is a CAPA
• Complaint investigations can be leveraged during CAPA
investigations.
• Recurrent complaints that involve a health risk may be
evaluated by CAPA process and determined to be
recalls.

Key Word #1: Nonconformance
• CAPA, nonconforming product, and
complaints are all related to identified or
potential nonconformances.
• Nonconformances are:
– A data source for the CAPA system
– The basis of the nonconforming product
requirements
– A potential cause of complaints

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Key Word #2: Investigation
• Investigation is used in CAPA,
nonconforming product, and complaints
sections of the QS Regulation
• Investigations are:
– Required for CAPA
– Done, or justified not done, for complaints
– May/may not be done for nonconformances,
no justification required.

Closing Remarks
• CAPA is a “pulse check” for FDA on how well a firm’s
Quality System is operating
– Strong CAPA systems are usually indicative of strong
Quality Systems
• Feedback Loop between CAPA, Complaints, and
Nonconforming Product is essential
• CAPA Subsystem is all about identifying and resolving
problems that can or have result[ed] in nonconforming
product

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Examples Related to CAPA

Example #1 Warning Letter
Citation

• Your firm failed to establish, maintain, and
implement a corrective and preventive action
procedure, as required by 820.100(a). For
example,
– Your firm has no CAPA procedures as defined in the QS
regulation including: failure investigation, procedures to
analyze quality data…procedures to verify/validate
corrections, procedures that ensure that information
related to quality problems is disseminated and for
submitting relevant information on identified quality
problems to management for review.

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Example #2 Warning Letter
Citation
• The procedures addressing verification or
validation of corrective and preventive
actions were not implemented as required
by 21 CFR 820.100(a)(4). Specifically,
– CAPA Procedure 100-0025, Rev 4, requires
documentation of verification and validation,
but this was not completed for CAPA #0225.

Example #3 Warning Letter
Citation

• Failure to implement procedures addressing
documentation of corrective and preventive action
activities as required by 21 CFR 820.100(b). Specifically:
– The Corrective and Preventive Action procedure (GP.1401, Ver. 6.0)
establishes requirements to (i.) " *** Design and implement corrective or
preventive action, including verification or validation that such action
does not adversely affect the finished device or system" and (ii.)
"Demonstrate and document the effectiveness of corrective and/or
preventive action(s)." The procedure also states, (iii.) "The corrective
action and preventive action changes shall follow design, process, or
Quality System change process requirements.“ However, the validation
of patient management recommendations (implemented in CAPA 644
as part of the lead fracture corrective action and October 15, 2007,
recall) was not reviewed and documented appropriately.

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Injunction Example #1
SOP 040061 Revs. C, D, and E, Corrective and Preventive Action
Procedure, §4.4 states one of the requirements of a CAPA is
“Verifying or validating that the corrective action and/or preventive
action is effective and does not adversely affect the finished device.”
Form 040061D, CAPA Form, dated 3/13/06 describes a CAPA
initiated because of a complaint associated with an aortic valve that
had a mislabeled size. The firm’s CAPA included a revision of SOP
040002, Label Control, to include an additional inspection. The
verification/validation activities were stated as “The additional
inspection procedure has no bearing on the product quality and will
only help to prevent a future occurrence.” As a part of this CAPA,
the firm did not ensure that the procedure had been correctly
implemented and that employees were retrained on this revised
procedure.

References
• 21 CFR Part 820
– http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/CFRsear
ch.cfm?CFRPart=820

• Preamble to the QS Regulation Final Rule
– http://www.fda.gov/downloads/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulation
andGuidance/PostmarketRequirements/QualitySystemsRegulati
ons/MedicalDeviceQualitySystemsManual/UCM122806.pdf

• Compliance Program (7382.845) – Inspection of Medical
Device Manufacturers
– http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidan
ce/GuidanceDocuments/ucm072753.htm

http://www.fmdic.org/
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References, cont.
• Quality System Inspection Technique (QSIT)
– http://www.fda.gov/ICECI/Inspections/InspectionGuides/ucm074
883.htm

• “Quality System Information for Certain Premarket
Application Reviews: Guidance for Industry and FDA
Staff” 2003
– http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidan
ce/GuidanceDocuments/ucm070897.htm

• Global Harmonization Task Force (GHTF) Guidance
Document on Corrective and Preventive Action
– http://www.ghtf.org/sg3/sg3-proposed.html

Questions?

Thank you!

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Root Cause Analysis

John C. Criscione, MD, PhD
Associate Professor
Department of Biomedical Engineering
Texas A&M University, College Station

Root Cause Analysis
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Because the surest way to correct failure is
to first determine the cause…
Ask yourself, how much confidence do you
have in a corrective action if the cause is
unknown?
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Compensative vs. Corrective







Consider a common electronic device
failure: your computer freezes and will not
respond to user input.
Compensative Action: Reboot.
Corrective Action: Software update that
fixes the bug that causes system failure.
Are your corrective actions compensative or
corrective?

Root Cause Analysis


A systematic approach used to find the root
causes of an adverse event and to deliver a
root cause analysis report containing:
1) the problem, failure, or adverse event;
2) the methods used for determining causes;
3) all probable causes with likelihood for
each cause (i.e., probability that cause
contributed to the adverse event); and
4) the evidence for reported causes and
likelihoods.

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Root Cause Analysis—Initiation






There are multiple RCA systems or processes
with differing strengths and weaknesses.
Towards choosing which method to utilize;
first characterize the problem, failure, or
adverse event—i.e., define the problem!
Assume that complaints are insufficient for
defining the problem. Investigation is
necessary to characterize problems in a
quantitative and/or factual manner.

Root Cause Analysis—Methods









http://www.fmdic.org/

For adverse events: Forensic Engineering,
Fault Tree Analysis.
For user errors: Comparative Re-enactment,
Change Analysis.
For device failures: Failure Mode Analysis,
Common Cause Analysis.
For repeatable problems: Scientific Method.
For unrepeatable events: Consider all
correlations as potentially causative.
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Root Cause Analysis—Methods


Need to consider all aspects of device
manufacture and usage.
9 Design

9 Sterilization

9 Monitoring

9 Materials

9 Packing

9 Interference

9 Suppliers

9 Shipping

9 All Others

9 Components

9 Storage

9 Assembly

9 Implantation

9 Cleaning

9 Users/Usage

Root Cause Analysis—Results







http://www.fmdic.org/

All possible causes need to be identified.
A likelihood for each cause needs to be
assigned based on the probability that the
problem resulted from said cause.
Causes can be a combination of causes, a
combination of factors, and a combination
of causes and factors.
Statistical analysis is warranted.
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By Definition: Quality System Failed








A quality system ensures that a device
performs as intended (i.e., as per the label).
If a device does not perform as intended
then the quality system failed.
After finding the cause of device failure,
find the cause of quality system failure.
Corrective actions are needed for the
quality system too.

Root Cause Analysis

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Questions?
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Corrections and Removals
21 CFR Part 806
Presented by:
Kimberly Lewandowski-Walker
Food and Drug Administration
Division of Domestic Field Investigations
Office of Regulatory Affairs
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Recall of DBP-2800 Battery Packs

used in the Lifeline AED® and
ReviveR AED
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – 6/3/2010 - Guilford, CT
– Defibtech, LLC, is initiating a voluntary recall of 5,418
DBP-2800 Battery Packs used in the Lifeline AED®
and ReviveR AED. The AED may falsely detect an
error condition during charging for a shock, then cancel
charge and not provide therapy.
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Objectives
• Review applicable sections of 21 CFR
Part 7 and 21 CFR 806
• Review Correction and Removal
definitions
• Understand FDA’s responsibilities
regarding recalls
• Discuss inspectional activities

21 CFR Part 7: Recalls
Recall means a firm's removal or
correction of a marketed product that the
Food and Drug Administration considers to
be in violation of the laws it administers
and against which the agency would
initiate legal action, e.g., seizure.
– Usually conducted as a voluntary action
– An alternative to an FDA-initiated legal action

http://www.fmdic.org/
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21 CFR Part 7: Recalls
Correction means repair, modification,
adjustment, relabeling, destruction, or
inspection (including patient monitoring) of
a product without its physical removal to
some other location
• Removal is not defined in Part 7

21 CFR Part 7: Recalls
Recall does not include:
– Market withdrawal --- removal or correction of a
distributed product which involves a minor violation or
no violation, e.g., normal stock rotation practices,
routine equipment adjustments and repairs, etc.
– Stock recovery --- removal or correction of a product
that has not been marketed or that has not left the
direct control of the firm, i.e., the product is located on
premises owned by, or under the control of, the firm
and no portion of the lot has been released for sale or
use.

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Summary of FDA’s Process
• FDA District Office learns of recall
• District prepares recall information for review by
Center and Office of Enforcement
– Includes a classification recommendation

• FDA formalizes recall by reviewing the
information, assessing the health hazard, and
classifying the recall
• Firm is notified of the classification and any
necessary changes in their recall strategy

Summary of FDA’s Process
• FDA publishes recall information on the FDA internet site
and in the Enforcement Report
– Press Release for Class I recalls and some Class II’s

• FDA provides recall information to other federal and
government agencies
• FDA monitors and audits the recall to ensure
effectiveness
– Can include “audit checks” conducted by FDA investigators

• FDA terminates the recall and provides written
notification to the recalling firm

http://www.fmdic.org/
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21 CFR Part 7: Recalls
Recalls are classified by the FDA to indicate the relative
degree of health hazard presented by the product
being recalled
– Class 1 = there is a reasonable chance the device will cause serious
adverse health consequences or death
– Class 2 = possibility that the device may cause temporary or
medically reversible adverse health consequences, or there is a
remote chance it will cause serious adverse health consequences
– Class 3 = the device is not likely to cause adverse health
consequences

*** FDA determines the classification by conducting a health
hazard evaluation as required by 21 CFR Part 7.41

21 CFR Part 806 - History
• Requires manufacturers and importers to
notify FDA of their recalls
• Effective 5/18/98
– Prior to this, reporting recalls to FDA was voluntary

• Why? - So that FDA can monitor C&R’s in a
more timely and effective manner

http://www.fmdic.org/
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21 CFR Part 806
• Report required if correction or removal was
initiated to reduce a risk to health posed by the
device or to remedy a violation of the act
caused by the device which may present a risk
to health
• Report is not required if the information was
provided to FDA under 21 CFR 803 (Medical
Device Reporting)

21 CFR Part 806: Definitions
Removal - the physical removal of
a device from its point of use to some
other location for:
– Repair
– Modification
– Adjustment

http://www.fmdic.org/

– Relabeling
– Destruction
– Inspection
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21 CFR Part 806: Definitions
Correction means:
– Repair
– Modification
– Adjustment

– Relabeling
– Destruction
– Inspection
• Including patient monitoring

without physically removing the
device from its point of use

21 CFR Part 806: Definitions
• Definition of “risk to health” under 21 CFR
806 tracks definition of Class I and Class II
recall in 21 CFR 7.3(m)
– reasonable probability that product will cause serious
adverse health consequences or death (Class I), or
– may cause temporary or medically reversible adverse
health consequences or an outcome where
probability of serious adverse health consequences is
remote (Class II)

http://www.fmdic.org/
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Beware….
• You are required to report a correction or removal if correction or
removal was initiated to reduce a risk to health posed by the device
or to remedy a violation of the act caused by the device which may
present a risk to health (class I and II recalls)
• While you do not need to report class III recalls, remember that FDA
classifies the recall. You make think it is a class III, but FDA might
classify it as a class I
– You are required to maintain records of corrections and removals you
do not report, so expect FDA to review these during an inspection
– FDA investigators often find corrections and removals that should have
been reported but were not

• Take home message – contact your local FDA district recall
coordinator to make sure it is really considered a class III

21 CFR Part 806: Requirements
REPORTING

http://www.fmdic.org/

RECORD KEEPING
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21 CFR Part 806: Reporting
Manufacturer or importer shall submit a
written report to FDA within 10 working
days of INITIATING such correction or
removal.
– Reduce a risk to health, or
– To remedy a violation of the Act caused by
the device which may represent a risk to
health

21 CFR Part 806: Reporting
• 21 CFR Part 806.10 specifies the
information that needs to be in the report
• Reports should be made to the FDA
District Office in which the reporting facility
is geographically located

http://www.fmdic.org/
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21 CFR Part 806
The following actions are exempt from
reporting requirements:
– Market withdrawal
– Routine servicing (scheduled or expected)
– Stock recoveries
– Performance improvements that do not
reduce a risk to health or correct a violation of
the act

21 CFR Part 806: Definitions
Market Withdrawal
A correction or removal of a distributed product that
is not in violation, or when the violation would not be
subject to FDA action. For example:
– Replacement of an expired product
– Software upgrade to latest version if not done because of a
health hazard

http://www.fmdic.org/
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21 CFR Part 806: Definitions
Routine Servicing
Any regularly scheduled or expected maintenance of a
device
Examples: calibration, replacement of batteries (at the end of normal
life expectancy), normal wear and tear, etc.

Unexpected repairs are NOT
routine servicing

21 CFR Part 806: Definitions
Stock Recovery
Removal or correction of a device that has not been
marketed or not left the direct control of the firm

http://www.fmdic.org/
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21 CFR Part 806: Record Keeping

If not required to report:

● Manufacturer or importer shall keep a
record of the correction or removal. 21 CFR
Part 806.20(b) lists what shall be in the
record.
● The record shall contain justification for not
reporting, including conclusions

21 CFR Part 806: Record Keeping
The manufacturer or importer shall retain
records for a period of 2 years beyond the
expected life of the device

http://www.fmdic.org/
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21 CFR Part 806
During Establishment Inspections, expect FDA to:
• Ask if there have been any corrections or removals
• Determine if they have been reported
• If not, have you kept records and justifications for not
reporting?
• Determine if CA/PA have been effective in correcting the
problems

21 CFR Part 806
• Expect FDA to evaluate other
corrective actions the firm has
initiated that could be considered
reportable under 21 CFR 806
– “Service Bulletins”, “Technical Service
Reports”, “Product Information Brief”, etc.
– Correspondence or “Customer Letters”
– Activities described as “Updates”
– Review Engineering Change Notices/Orders

http://www.fmdic.org/
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21 CFR Part 806

QUESTIONS
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FDA Medical Device Industry Coalition

DEALING WITH FDA 483’s,
WARNING LETTERS, and OTHER
ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS
Presented by: David Furr
Principal Consultant, FDC Services, LLC

Dealing with 483 Observations at
the Conclusion of an Inspection








http://www.fmdic.org/

At the conclusion of an FDA inspection, you may be issued a 483
(Inspectional Observations)
These are always considered to be significant as issues of
questionable significance should not be listed on a FDA 483
Discuss any observations carefully with the inspector to ensure
that they have a correct understanding of the situation and you
agree that it is stated accurately and relates to regulated product
in the US market
My advice is try and avoid a mad dash to fix everything before the
end of the inspection
 While this does show you take matters seriously, it rarely
resolves the 483 issue which is considered significant, and the
issue probably still needs a CAPA to find the root cause and
solve the underlying problem
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Dealing with 483 Observations at
the Conclusion of an Inspection






For Medical Device inspections, you have the
opportunity to annotate the observations
 Many companies request to do this so that the
483 will have their comments noted thereon
Some attorneys will advise to formally agree to
any violation or sign any affidavits offered by
the investigator
Keep in mind the 483 will eventually become a
public document available through Freedom of
Information (FOI)

Dealing with 483 Observations,
Your Reply to the Agency
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Upon receiving a 483, take the time to put together an action plan
that will effectively deal with the problems cited as well as the
root cause of the failure
 A CAPA or CAPAs are almost always appropriate in this case
Although not strictly required, a reply should always be sent into
the District to explain how you intend to deal with the
observations and provide any new information
 Send the reply in within 15 days in order to possibly avoid the
matters being escalated to a Warning Letter
 Your reply shows you take the issues seriously, understand, and
are working diligently to resolve the observations
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Dealing with 483 Observations,
Your Reply to the Agency


As part of your reply:











Ensure commitments for corrections come from a senior quality or
management representative who has authority and responsibility
Normally respond by citing the observation and then citing your
response, action plan, and your evidence of correction
Break long multiple observations into smaller parts to be sure and
address each problem
Describe how you plan to correct not only the specifics cited, but
also indicate how the underlying root cause and systemic issues
will be addressed
Set expectations for realistic times to resolve the issues
Supply evidence of corrections (updated procedures, reports,
notifications, training files, etc.)

Dealing with 483 Observations,
Your Reply to the Agency
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A reply, together with supporting documentation could
mitigate any further action from the District
If supporting documentation is not yet available, give the
District an expected plan to close out the items, stick to the
plan, and follow through with subsequent documentation
You will receive acknowledgement that your reply has been
received
Always feel free to discuss matters with the District to be
sure your corrective action plan will meet their
expectations
You will know the matters have been resolved if you get an
EIR report
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Keep In Mind…


Although a 483 is a notice of violation, it
does not normally preclude you from
manufacturing or shipping your products:




Products are always to be manufactured in
accordance with QSR
If FDA feels like more serious action is required,
they will take it

Where can things go from here?
A

hierarchy of options:
 483 Observations
 Warning Letter
 Seizure
 Injunction
 Criminal Prosecution

http://www.fmdic.org/
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If the Warning Letter Comes


These are attention getters!
 Usually addressed to the CEO or other significant management
representative
 Investors, competitors, and customers hear about them and start
asking questions
 An open warning letter can effect certain product submissions and
prevent issuance of certificates to foreign government for your
international markets
 For a foreign establishment the issues may land you on the import
hold list, effectively taking you off the US market
 For a major manufacturer with significant issues, the cost
resolving Warning Letters can run into the millions
 You are now at risk at subsidiaries in other districts; if each plant
has similar problems stemming from corporate management there
may be a cluster of Warning Letters forthcoming

RECOVERY FROM A WARNING
LETTER (WL)
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Acknowledge the receipt of the WL (certified
mail) to the FDA and inform them you will
respond in 15 working days or give justified
reason for a later date for their consideration
Assemble a team to address the WL with a
minimum of QA & RA as members and
designate a leader who understands the
issues (usually not the legal department)
Create a Quality Improvement Plan
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WL RECOVERY






Determine if you have the in-house
knowledge and expertise to address the
issues, if not seek an experienced outside
help
Very carefully study the WL and the FDA
Form 483
Break down the WL into the individual issues
in the WL

WL RECOVERY
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Review your notes from the FDA Inspection
to refresh you memory
Review the areas that the FDA indicated
were inadequate
The Warning Letter was issued either
because your 483 response was inadequate
or your violations were too concerning to
the FDA
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WL RECOVERY










Assign each issue to a group to provide a response to
each individual item in the WL
Have the committee review each group findings for
accuracy, responsiveness and confidence in the Root
Cause, Corrective Action and time frame to implement
Remember the response must be provided to the FDA
within 15 working days
Give the FDA an estimate of the time to complete all
Corrective Actions that can not be completed in the 15
day window
For prolonged corrective action plans submit a timeline
and the quality improvement plan to FDA

Quality Systems Improvement Initiative Planning Example

System
Teams

Phase I

Phase II

Audit Phase

http://www.fmdic.org/
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WL RECOVERY
The FDA will be happy to meet with you to discuss your
plan
Once they agree your action plan is complete they will
inform you of the estimated date for a follow-up
inspection and close out
Many times new organizations do not understand the
significance and ramifications of a WL
Insure Management is aware of the regulatory significance
of a WL and involved because if the issues are not
adequately addressed it can get even worse
Deep rooted quality problems are usually due to lack of
management commitment and do not get fixed without it











WL RECOVERY
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Like the 483 response, your written response should
take each item addressed by the FDA stated verbatim
followed by your reply
Send the response certified mail or FedEx
The management representative for quality is the
appropriate contact person for your firm, although
some CEOs will want to take responsibility for this
Ask if they would like an electronic copy
Be prepared to answer their questions and justify your
timelines
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WL RECOVERY






Consider a face to face meeting if
appropriate and if the FDA agrees
The FDA will schedule a follow-up Inspection
dependent on your response time frame
Conduct a thorough and rigorous mock
follow-up audit for security, completeness
and adequacy of your implementation (A
third party provides a fresh, independent,
unbiased assessment)

WL RECOVERY
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Your responses and Corrective Action plan
need to fully answer and resolve the issues
on the WL
This process can easily take a year or more
because of internal corrections and the need
for an FDA reinspection
Once your WL is resolved remember this is
all on the record for the next Investigator’s
audit
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WL RECOVERY





Follow up internally periodically to confirm
that the issues listed do not revert back to
the WL state
Manage your QSR compliant Quality System
Try and avoid institutional
amnesia…repeating the same mistakes a few
years later

Escalation Beyond a Warning Letter
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Every year a few companies push the limits to cause FDA
to take legal action…why?
FDA can bring Injunctions, Consent Decrees, Fines,
Seizures, and Criminal Prosecution to bear
Why would you go there? These actions can really affect
your business!
A Consent Decree amounts to a court order to bring you
into compliance with supervision of operation from FDA
FDA is solely concerned with public safety and compliance
with the law…not the viability or profitability of your
business
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Don’t make my day!
There is a cadre of experienced consultants out there
working independently or subcontracting for major
consulting firms who are constantly busy on remediation
projects
WL’s and Consent Decrees are public information; in the
past few years, actions such as these at Cordis, Stryker,
Boston Scientific, Gambro, Terumo, Hospira, and many
other firms have kept my friends and I busy on major
quality system remediation projects
Its pretty reliable work, but wouldn’t it be better if I
could stay away from these long term projects…
Preventive Action is always better than Corrective
Action, but it seems that corrective action gets more
attention









Negotiating with Regulators
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Understand that some things are not negotiable. Safety, laws, …..
A lot of things are! Inspection dates, Submission strategies…..
They are not consultants, and will usually not act as such.
If possible, work from a win-win point of view. Our company will
benefit, and public health will benefit…
Problems of yours such as how long it will take, how many people
you will need, how much it will cost, etc. are usually not of
significant concern to Regulators
Avoid negative relationships
If people on your staff cannot deal with regulators without losing
their cool…do not expose them to those situations
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Understand the Rules






You cannot expect Regulators to create special rules
for you.
You should be aware of what others have had to do.
You need to know the Regulations and Guidelines
thoroughly.
If you do not agree with the Regulations, take it up in
the proper channels, not with reviewers or inspectors.
Avoid work-around approaches to bypass rules or
personnel. Examine all legitimate options and select
the one that works best for you.

Questions?

http://www.fmdic.org/
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MDR, Complaints, and Recalls, Corrections and Removals
Evaluation
1. How well did today’s program meet your objectives for attending? Please mark one.
More than expected

As expected

Less than expected

2. How would you rate today's program? Please mark one (5 is the highest
score).

1 2 3 4 5

3. How would you rate the course instructors? Please mark one (5 is the highest score).
Graham Giesen
Al Alonso
Jeff Wooley
Kimberly Lewandowski-Walker
John C. Criscione
David Furr

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

4. How would you rate each of the following segments? Please mark one (5 is the highest
score).
21 CFR 820.198: The Role of Complaint Files
Complaint Files: Failures, Successes and Solutions
21 CFR 803: Medical Device Reporting
MDR: Failures, Successes and Solutions
Morning Q&A panel
Food service (continental breakfast, breaks, and lunch buffet)
21 CFR 820.100: Corrective and Preventive Actions
CAPA: Root Cause Analysis
21 CFR 806: Medical Devices; Reports of Corrections and Removals
How to recover from a 483 or a Warning Letter
Afternoon Q&A panel

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

5. Was there sufficient time allotted to cover the subject matter? Please mark one.
Too much time

Just enough time

Too little time

6. Did you find the handout materials and visuals useful? Please mark one.
Yes

No

7. In your opinion, how may we improve the program?

If you forget to turn this in before leaving, you may fax the completed form to 214-253-4970
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